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Outline

Introduction
SMT and NMT in a Nutshell

Thesis
NMT is great – paper #1 

Antithesis
NMT is not so great, sometimes SMT wins – paper #2

Synthesis:
NMT is promising to tackle hard challenges – paper #3
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INTRODUCTION
SMT and NMT in a nutshell
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Statistical Machine Translation (SMT)

Built on pioneering work at IBM in the 1990s
P. Brown & al. The mathematics of statistical machine 
translation: parameter estimation (1993)
Bayesian framework, formalized word alignment 
concept, etc.

Models later extended to phrases
P. Koehn & al. Statistical phrase-based translation 
(2003)

Lead to Moses open source toolkit in 2007

Largely used in academia and industry since then
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Statistical Machine Translation (SMT)

Overview1

Key component: phrase table2

Credits:
1 http://www.kecl.ntt.co.jp/rps/_src/sc1134/innovative_3_1e.jpg
2 http://osama-oransa.blogspot.fr/2012/01/
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Neural Machine Translation (NMT)

After the recent progresses in deep learning
I. Sutskever & al. Sequence to Sequence Learning with NN 
(2014)
General end-to-end approach to sequence learning with 
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
Map input sequence to a fixed vector, decode target 
sequence from it

Models later extended with attention mechanism
D. Bahdanau & al. Neural Machine Translation by Jointly 
Learning to Align and Translate (2014)
(Soft-)search parts of source relevant to predict target 
word
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Neural Machine Translation (NMT)

Overview1 Key component: attention1

Attention Mechanism takes into consideration 
what has been translated and one of the 
source words

Credit:
1 https://devblogs.nvidia.com/parallelforall/introduction-neural-machine-translation-with-gpus/
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SMT vs. NMT

… but let’s talk about performance/quality …

SMT NMT

Core element Words Vectors

Knowledge Phrase table Learned weights

Training Slow
Complex pipeline

Slower
More elegant pipeline

Model size Large Smaller

Interpretability Medium Very low
Opaque translation process

Introducing ling. knowledge Doable Doable (yet to be done!)

Open source toolkit Yes (Moses) Yes (many!)

Industrial deployment Yes Yes (now at google, systran, wipo)
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PAPER #1

L. Bentivogli & al (2016) Neural versus Phrase-Based Machine Translation 
Quality: a Case Study. Proceedings of the 2016 Conference on Empirical 
Methods in Natural Language Processing, pages 257–267, Austin, Texas, 
November 1-5, 2016.
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Context
Observation

During IWSLT 2015 shared task, NMT outperformed SMT 
systems on English-German pair

Translation of TED talks transcripts

Goal
Analyze systems from IWSLT 2015 MT English-German task

A particularly challenging pair (morphology, word order)
3 PBMT systems, 1 NMT system
Availability of post-editions of system outputs (done by 
professional translators)

Questions
Strengths of NMT and weaknesses of PBMT?
What are the linguistic phenomena that NMT handle with 
greater success? 
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Evaluation Data

4 systems
4 sets of
translation
hypothesis

Test set
600 sentences
(≈10K words)

Post-edited translations
minimal edits required to transform hypothesis into a fluent 
sentence with the same meaning as the source sentence (TER)
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Translation Edit Rate (NMT is better)

HTER (hypos/post-edits)
mTER (hypos/closest post-edits)

* NMT is better than the score of its best competitor at 
statistical significance level 0.01.
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Translation Quality by Sentence Length

Results:

Observation: more degradation with NMT for 
sentences over 35 words
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Translation Quality by Talk
Results:
Features

1. Length of the talk
2. Agv. sentence length
3. Type-Token Ratio*

i.e. lexical diversity

Observation:
No correlation for
features 1 & 2
Moderate correlation for feature 3: NMT is able to 
cope with lexical diversity better

* TTR of a text is calculated dividing the number of word types (vocabulary) 
by the total number of word tokens (occurrences)
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Analysis of Translation Errors

Three error categories:
(i) morphology errors
(ii) lexical errors
(iii) word order errors
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Morphology Errors
Results:

Computation:
HTER on surface forms vs HTER on lemmas: additional matches on lemmas 
= error on morphology
HTER computed without punctuation and shift position-independent ER

Observation:
NMT generates translations which are morphologically 
more correct than the other systems 
NMT makes at least 19% less morphology errors than any 
other PBMT system 
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Lexical Errors
Computation:

HTER at the lemma level fits
the purpose

Observation:
NMT outperforms the other systems
More precisely, the NMT score (18.7) is better than 
the second best (PBSY, 22.5) by 3.8% absolute points. 
This corresponds to a relative gain of about 17%, 
meaning that NMT makes at least 17% less lexical 
errors than any PBMT system
Similarly to what observed for morphology errors, 
this can be considered a remarkable improvement 
over the state of the art
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Word Order
Computation:

HTER shifts (# of words produced, # of shifts, % of shifts)
Kendall Reordering Score – similarity between the source-
reference reorderings and the source-MT output reorderings
based on words alignments

Results:
Observation:

shift errors in NMT translations are definitely less than in the 
other systems; error reduction with respect to second best 
(PBSY) ≈ 50% (173 vs. 354) 
KRS results: the reorderings performed by NMT are much 
more accurate than those performed by any PBMT system
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Word Order (some examples)
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Take Away Message from Paper #1
NMT clearly outperforms SMT in term of BLEU and 
HTER scores

Even for long sentences (but NMT degrades more 
markedly than SMT for sent. > 35 words)

NMT better cope with lexical diversity (moderate 
trend)
NMT makes less morphology and lexical errors 
than SMT (moderate trend)
Better ability to place German words (especially 
verbs) in the right position even when it requires 
considerable reordering
NMT still struggles on more subtle translation 
decisions
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PAPER #2

P. Koehn & R. Knowles (2017) Six Challenges for Neural Machine 
Translation. Proceedings of the First Workshop on Neural Machine 
Translation, pages 28–39, Vancouver, Canada, August 4, 2017. 
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Context
NMT has now been deployed by Google, Systran, 
WIPO, etc.

But there have also been reports of poor performance under 
low-resource conditions (see DARPA LORELEI program)

Paper examines 6 challenges to NMT based on 
empirical results comparing NMT (Nematus) and SMT 
(Moses)

Here we will cover 4

Language pairs considered: English-Spanish and 
German-English
Datasets from shared translation task WMT - OPUS 
corpus used (multi-domain)
A 7th challenge (interpretability) is mentioned but not 
examined 
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Experimental Setup
Language pairs

English–Spanish
German–English

MT systems
SOTA NMT

Nematus toolkit
SOTA SMT

Moses toolkit

Data sets
WMT-17: news stories

broad range of topic, formal language, relatively long sentences 
(about 30 words on average), and high standards for grammar, 
orthography, and style

Domain experiments: OPUS corpus (table 1)
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Challenge 1: Domain Mismatch

Setup
German–English
SMT

5 systems trained on the opus domains + 1 system on all 
the training data

NMT
5 systems trained on the opus domains + 1 system on all 
the training data
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Challenge 1: Domain Mismatch

Observation:
In-domain NMT and SMT systems are similar (NMT is 
better for IT and Subtitles, SMT is better for Law, 
Medical, and Koran)
Out-of-domain performance for the NMT systems is 
worse in almost all cases, sometimes dramatically so

For instance the Medical system leads to a BLEU score of 
3.9 (NMT) vs. 10.2 (SMT) on the Law test set 
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Challenge 1: Domain Mismatch

Example:
Comments

Careful look at
NMT translation!
Unknown words
for SMT!
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Challenge 2: Amount of Training Data

Setup
English–Spanish
Total 385.7 million English
words paired with Spanish
Training sets
1/1024, 1/512, …, ⁄1 2, all

Observation:
NMT exhibits a much steeper learning
curve, starting with abysmal results (1.6 
vs. 16.4),  outperforming SMT 25.7 vs. 
24.7 with (24.1M words), and even 
beating the SMTsystem with a big
language model with the full data set
(31.1 for NMT, 28.4 for SMT, 
30.4 for SMT+BigLM) 
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Challenge 3: Rare Words

Setup
German–English

Observation:
Very infrequent words 

NMT systems actually outperform SMT systems on 
translation of very infrequent words
However, both NMT and SMT systems do continue to have 
difficulty translating some infrequent words, particularly 
those belonging to highly-inflected categories
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Challenge 3: Unknown Words

Observation:
Unknown words (not present in the training corpus)

The SMT system translates these correctly 53.2% of the time, 
while the NMT system translates them correctly 60.1% of the 
time

Example:
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Challenge 4: Long Sentences

Setup
Large English–Spanish system
Translation of news
Buckets based on source sentence length

1-9, 10-19, … subwords
BLEU for each bucket
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Challenge 4: Long Sentences
Results:
Observation:

Overall NMT is better than 
SMT

but the SMT system 
outperforms NMT on 
sentences of length 60 and 
higher.

Quality for the two 
systems is relatively close, 
except for the very long 
sentences (80 and more 
tokens)

Quality of the NMT system is 
dramatically lower for these 
since it produces too short 
translations (length ratio 
0.859, opposed to 1.024)
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Take Away Message from Paper #2
Out-of-domain performance of NMT is worse in 
almost all cases (sometimes, quite fluent outputs are 
totally unrelated to the input)
NMT and SMT have very different learning curves

SMT is more robust in low resource conditions (< 5M words) 
However, NMT outperforms SMT on translation of very 
infrequent words (use of subword units probably helps)

While NMT trained on the full corpora is better than 
SMT, its quality dramatically drops for very long 
sentences (> 80 tokens) 
Attention model sometimes produces weird (and 
difficult to interpret) word alignments
Difficult to handle large beam sizes during NMT 
decoding (quality drops with large search spaces) 
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PAPER #3

P. Isabelle & al. (2017) A Challenge Set Approach to Evaluating Machine 
Translation. Proceedings of the 2017 Conference on Empirical Methods 
in Natural Language Processing, pages 2486–2496 Copenhagen, 
Denmark, September 7–11, 2017. 
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Context
Observation: Opacity of NMT systems: difficult to understand 
which phenomena are ill-handled by systems and why
Proposal: Manual evaluation of MT on a carefully designed 
English dataset with difficult examples (108 sentences) 

Each sentence in the dataset focuses on a particular linguistic 
phenomenon
Each sentence is chosen so that its closest French equivalent will be 
structurally divergent from the source in some crucial way 

Morpho-syntactic divergences
Lexico-syntactic divergences
Syntactic divergences

Setup: In-house (NRC) English-French SMT and NMT systems, 
trained on the exact same dataset, are compared
Distribution: Dataset and analyses given to the community 
(very interesting and complete Appendix is provided) 
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Experimental Setup

A set of carefully handcrafted set of 108 English 
sentence with their French translation

Language pair English–French

Manual evaluation through yes/no questions
3 bilingual native
speakers rate
each translated
sentence
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Experimental Setup

MT Systems
SOTA MT systems trained
with WMT-14 data
In-house PBMT

PBMT-1 on the train data only (same as NMT)
i.e. language model from train only

PBMT-2 (bigger LM)
i.e. language model from train and mono data

In-house NMT (with Nematus)
NMT on train data only

Google’s NMT
GNMT
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Challenge Set: Divergences

Morpho-syntactic
e.g. Context for subjunctive trigger

E: He demanded that you leave immediately.
F: Il a exigé que vous partiez immédiatement.

Lexico-syntactic
e.g. Argument switching 

E: John misses Mary
F: Mary manque à John.

e.g. “crossing movement” verbs
E: Terry swam across the river.
F: Terry a traversé la rivière à la nage.

Terry crossed the river by swimming
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Challenge Set: Divergences

Syntactic
e.g. position of French pronouns

E: He gave Mary a book. → F: Il a donné un livre à Mary.
E: He gavei itj to herk. → F: Il lej luik a donnéi.

e.g. stranded prepositions (WH-movement, English: preposition 
fronting the pronominalized object, French: preposition fronted alongside 
its object)

E: The girl whomi he was dancing withj is rich.
F: La fille avecj quii il dansait est riche.

e.g. middle voice (English passive is agentless, not French)
E: Caviar is eaten with bread.
F: Le caviar se mange avec du pain.
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Quantitative Comparison

Results:

Observation:
Poor scores for PBMT-X, Two NMT systems clear winners
GNMT best overall (data & architectural factors)
Poor correlation with BLEU
Excellent interannotator agreement
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Qualitative Assessment of NMT
Strengths of NMT

Overall, both neural MT systems do much better than PBMT-1 at bridging 
divergences. In the case of morpho-syntactic divergences, we observe a 
jump from 16% to 72% in the case of our two local systems. This is mostly 
due to the NMT system’s ability to deal with many of the more complex 
cases of subject-verb agreement.
The NMT systems are also better at handling lexico-syntactic divergences. 
Finally, NMT systems also turn out to better handle purely syntactic 
divergences. 

Weaknesses of NMT
Globally, we note that even using a staggering quantity of data and a highly 
sophisticated NMT model, the Google system fails to reach the 70% mark on 
our challenge set. 
Here are some relevant observations: 

Incomplete generalizations. In several cases where partial results might suggest that 
NMT has correctly captured some basic generalization about linguistic data, further 
instances reveals that this is not fully the case. 
Then there are also phenomena that current NMT systems, even with massive 
amounts of data, appear to be completely missing: common and syntactically 
flexible idioms, control verbs, argument switching verbs, crossing movement verbs, 
and middle voice. 
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Examples: Morpho-Syntactic
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Examples: Morpho-Syntactic
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Examples: Morpho-Syntactic
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Examples: Morpho-Syntactic
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Examples: Lexico-Syntactic
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Examples: Lexico-Syntactic
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Examples: Lexico-Syntactic
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Examples: Lexico-Syntactic
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Examples: Syntactic
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Examples: Syntactic
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Examples: Syntactic
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Examples: Syntactic
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Examples: Syntactic
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Take Away Message from Paper #3
SMT systems do poorly on the challenge set (NMT is 
better) while BLEU scores of both systems are similar for 
WMT shared task
NMT better than SMT at bridging divergences
Gap between in-house (NRC) and commercial (Google) 
NMT results suggests that, given enough data, NMT 
systems can successfully tackle difficult challenges 
NMT has still serious shortcomings (incomplete list)

Noun compounds (N1 N2 => N2 prep N1)
Common and syntactically flexible idioms
Argument switching verbs (N1 misses N2 => N2 manque à N1)
Crossing movement verbs (swim across X => traverser X à la nage) 
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For more
http://www.lemonde.fr/sciences/video/2017/06/30/les-defis-de-la-
traduction-automatique_5153681_1650684.html
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